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Message from the Dean

I want to take a moment to 
reflect on the successes of 
the past year and share my 
appreciation for our donors 
that generously invest in our 
students and faculty. Your 
engagement is invaluable 
in helping us fulfill our 
mission to prepare students 
to advance lifelong learning 
across diverse environments.

During the 2017-2018 
school year, we set a 
fundraising record for 
the Graduate School of 
Education by securing 
charitable gifts and 
commitments in excess of 
$5.6 million. Special thanks 
to Douglas and Joanna 
Smith for their $1.75 
million pledge to launch 

an endowment that will 
support scholarships for 
future secondary education 
teachers. This gift was 
augmented by a $1.5 million 
bequest from an anonymous 
donor, which will also 
provide scholarship support 
for future classroom teachers.

Finally, we are excited to 
break ground on our new 
home in the coming year. 
This new building will be 
made even more special by 
the $1 million commitment 
from Christine and Dave 
Vernier to build a STEM 
educator classroom to better 
prepare future science and 
math teachers for their work 
in schools across our state.

While these gifts are 
transformational, 
supporters at all levels drive 
meaningful change through 
contributions to the Dean’s 
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Cover photo: Alumna, Rachel Stagner, ‘13, teaches science at Madison 
High School in PPS, but will spend her next school year at NASA as the 
winner of the 2018 Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship.



Fund for Excellence, our 
many scholarship funds, 
and faculty research. In 
the last year, the Dean’s 
fund supported faculty 
engagement in community 
partnerships and students in 
their studies. Additionally, 
philanthropic gifts made 
it possible to award over 
$375,000 in scholarships to 
alleviate student financial 
need and reward strong 
performance.

As we look to the coming 
year, our philanthropic 
priorities are: 

1. Scholarships—especially 
for students from diverse 
backgrounds—to 
ensure our community’s 
educators reflect the 
students they serve; 

2. Additional support for 
learning spaces within 
our new building; and 

3. Dean’s Fund initiatives to 
assist faculty in applied 
research with community 
partners.

Again, thank you for your 
support. As we continue 
to launch high-quality 
educators and counselors 

into the professional ranks, 
the engagement of our 
community is critical in 
meeting the need to lower 
barriers for qualified students 
to progress into these vital 
positions in communities 
across our state.

With gratitude,
Marvin Lynn, Dean, 
PSU Graduate School of 
Education
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$100,000 and above
Anonymous
Early Childhood Network Fund 

of the Oregon Community 
Foundation

Ecoworks Foundation, Inc. ●
The Ford Family Foundation
Meyer Memorial Trust
The Renaissance Foundation ● 
Douglas & Joanna Smith
Kenneth & Marta Thrasher z●
Christine & Dave Vernier ●

$25,00 to $99,999
Anonymous
Arlene Schnitzer Trust ● 
Betty Gray Early Childhood 

Development Endowment Fund
Susan Lenski ♦ ●
Mountain Crest Counseling ●
The Oregon Community 

Foundation
Quest Foundation
David & Martha Sampsell ●
 
$10,000 to $24,999
Alex Benenson ●
Roger z & Jan Capps ●
Thomas Chambers
Thomas Chenoweth ♦ & Lenore 

Fines ●
Estate of Richard Cole
Rick Hardt ♦
Larry & Betty z Hittle ●
Ellie ♦ & Dean Justice
Hanoch ♦ & Cheryl Livneh ●
 

$5,000 to $9,999
Wilna Anderson Revocable Living 

Trust
Kevin & Suzie Capuzzi
Eric ♦ & Doris Kimmel
Robert & Jane z Morrow
Oregon Writing Festival
Joann Sonnen
 
$500 to $4,999
Anonymous
Leslie ♦ & Stephen Aaron
Janice Adams z♦
American Online Giving 

Foundation, Inc.
Ingrid z♦ & Greg Anderson
Jennifer ♦ & Mark Artman
Benevity Social Ventures, Inc.
Angela Blanchette z♦
Mary Bowers
Alan Cabelly ♦ & Jean Benevento
Christopher Canty
Heide Cole
Cheryl Coon
David Cox ♦
Alyssa Craigie
The David Kimmel Foundation
Pamela ♦ & Jess Deardorff
Colin ♦ & Patricia Dunkeld
Alice & Sean Edwards
Bob ♦ & Shelley Everhart
Les z & Nancy Fahey
Maureen z & Steve Fallt
Bernd Ferner z♦ & Ines Koerner
Lee Gordon & Miriam Reshotko
E. David Granum z & JoAnn 

Klassen ●
K.C. Hall ♦

Anneke Hathaway z
Amie Hiller
Randy ♦ & Lynn Hitz
Tusie & G. Hodgin
Judy Holmboe z
Intel Corporation
Jaymee Jacoby z♦ & Alon 

Kutchinsky
Lysa James & Ronald Gehrmann
Lauren Jones
Art z & Virginia Kayser
Kelly Kidneigh
Mary Kinnick ♦ & Mary 

VanCleave
Traci & Wynn Kiyama
Elena Knepprath
Bill z♦ & Ricky Korach
Dave z♦ & Mary Krug
Marvin Lynn ♦
Gail Maron ♦
Stephanie McBride z♦ & Stan 

Nowack
Jana Meinhold ♦
Jim R. z♦ & Alicia Mignano
John Nimmo ♦
William Parnell z♦ & Steven 

Kingsley
Ruby Robins z
Gary z & Jeanie Salyers
Linda z & Thomas Samek
Gerry Scovil z
Jinny Shipman z & Dick Kaiser
Scott Shlaes z♦ & Kelly 

Anderson
Nan Siringer
Pati Sluys ♦
Steve & Ann Sonnen
Paula & Keith ♦ Stanovich ●
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State of Oregon Department of 
Human Services

Jim z & Rachelan Stronach
Gayle z♦ & Donald Thieman
Bryn Thorsen
Anna Mae Tichy z
TLGSH LLC
Carol ♦ & David Turner
Jerry z & Lucille Wilkins
Dilafruz Williams ♦
Sandy Wiscarson ♦
 

Gifts up to $500
Anonymous
Tina Anctil ♦
Amy Anderson
Jennifer Anderson z♦
Shelby Anderson ♦
Benjamin z & Paula Arthur
Janet Baillie z
Donna Barker z
Karen Barnes
Joseph Bliss-Ketchum
Leslie Bliss-Ketchum z♦
The Boeing Company
Tony Bornstein
Lynn Boyd z

Marianne Bradshaw
Margaret Browning
Gillian Brune
Clarissa Buchholz
Erin Burns z♦
Preston Butcher z
Kimberly z & Michael Campbell
Catherine z & Craig Carlson
Jeanne Carlson
Gena Carter
Lisa Caverly z
Lucy Chaille ♦
Sarah Cleveland
Paul Coakley z♦

Dr. Ingrid Anderson has 
admirably performed numerous 
roles within PSU and the 
Graduate School of Education. 
As the coordinator for PSU’s 
Early Childhood Council, she 
works across the university 
to unite programming that 
can positively influence 
outcomes for youth in our 
community. This includes a 
partnership between multiple 
human service organizations, 
Multnomah County and the 
university to identify pathways 
toward implementing a 
culturally responsive universal 
preschool in our community.

Ingrid Anderson unites 
early childhood resources 
across the region

Within the GSE, Anderson 
teaches the Infant Toddler 
Mental Health Certificate 
(ITMH) courses. Her expertise 
in this area helped to expand 
the program by securing a 
$110,000 grant from the 
Ford Family Foundation 
to support scholarships for 
students in rural communities 
across Oregon. This removes 
barriers for prospective students 
and expands the reach of 
this programming into new 
communities.

This past year, she was awarded 
a grant from the Dean’s Fund 
for Excellence to advance the 

initiative around universal 
preschool. She will use this 
grant to work on attracting 
additional philanthropic 
funding to the region to 
support the launch of a model, 
and to study its efficacy, so 
that the lessons learned in 
Multnomah county can be 
shared around Oregon and 
nationally.

CONTINUED



Michael Cohen
Paul Cone z
Beth Cookler z
Nora Coon
Cheryl Coon
Tara Cooper ♦
Jennifer Dahlin ♦
Julie Dang
Joanne z & Jim Davis
Alan DeLatorre z♦
Charlotte z & Xavier Denis
Javier Diaz Hurtado z & Richard 

Galindo
Daniel Draper z
Sarah Drummond Hays z
Nancy Eichsteadt ♦
Arnold & Jessica Engelmann
Mary Fahrer z
Doris z♦ & Kenneth Fong
Foodcorps Inc.
George Fox
Siena Fox
Angelena z♦ & Jeremy Garlock-

Balzer
Lorenzo Garza z
Sandra Geiseman z
Barbara z & Duane Gibson
Kathryn Godinet z
Joanna Goll z♦
Karen & Daniel Goll
Karla Gray-Ramirez z & Marciel 

Ramirez
Lynn Green z♦
Crystal Greene
Elaine z & Gordon Grose
Robert Gutierrez
Evelyn Haertel z
Joyce Hamilla ♦
Katy Hanna
Marilyn Hanson z
Kathy Hardie-Williams z & 

Warren Williams
Emily Harper  ♦
Ana Hilde
John Hill
I-Pin z & Jane Ho
Mark & Ingeborg Holliday
Daniel Huld z♦
Kathleen Iubatti ♦

Katie ♦ & Nick James
Penny Jasso ♦
Andy z♦ & Julie Job
Jean z & Rich Josephson
Ariana & Hakim Kaci
Helen z & Richard Keagle
Sonja Kelley z
Carolyn Kelly z
Nancy z & Thomas Kelly
Marsha Kennell z♦
Maureen Kenny z
Richard Keyes
Robert & Geraldine Kirchgatter
Elizabeth Koshy-Pierson z & 

Paul Pierson
Kroger
Yomaira Lampi z
Jack z & Susan Lane
Beverly Larson z
Phyllis z & Gerald Lee
Miranda Lim
Kathleen Martin z♦
Joe Maser ♦ & Marsha Lipets-

Maser
Bob McAllister z
John McCarthy
Kerstin McGaughey ♦
Melissa McGhie
Catherine McNeur ♦
Emily McNulty Scripter ♦
Selamawit Mehary z♦
Jack Mesplay
Harry Milczuk
Jim Miller z
Gay z & Charles Mitchell
Jess Montee z♦
Lynn Montgomery z
Ari Montgomery
John z & Maureen Moore
Steven z & Linda Mulkey
Leslie ♦ & Thomas Munson
Ron Narode ♦
Vicki z & David Nebel
Jennifer Noll z♦
Albert z & Eloyce O’Connor
Ronald z & Janet O’Day
Soobin Oh z♦
Tyece Okamura z♦
Gail Parnell

Antoinette Parque z & Wayne 
Trantow

Laure z♦ & Rick Patrick
Courtney Patterson
Don Pearson
Maegan Pelatt
Jon Pelzner z
Deborah Peterson z♦ & Edwin 

Perry
Karen z & Butch Pollard
Simonne Pollini z
Susan z & Roger Price
Stephanie Pringle z♦
Carolyn Quam ♦
Kathleen Quinley Carlile z & 

Roger Carlile
Julie Randall
David ♦ & Sharon Reese
Dawn Richardson ♦
Rachelle Richmond ♦
Lacey Risner z♦
Karl Ritzau z
Hal z & Anna Rosene
Alan Rousseau
Barbara Ruben z♦ & Jeffrey 

Hammarlund
Michael Russell
Susan z & James Rustvold
Sara Saltzberg z♦
Talya Sanders
William z & Gayle Schneider
Mary Schunk
Laura Sheppert
Joanne Shipley
Sarah Shively
Samantha Slaughter-Mason z
Norrine Smokey-Smith z & Terry 

Smith
Christine z & Arne Soland
Heather Sparks
Loren Spielman ♦ & Michelle Flax
Paul Steger z♦ & Patricia 

Ferguson-Steger
Donna Strom
Helen z & Terry Sutfin
Terri Theisen z♦ & Walter 

Williamson
Vicki Thomas z
Gary Turner ♦



Jasmine Lowe graduated with 
her bachelor’s degree in spring 
of 2018. This was a huge ac-
complishment because growing 
up as a low-income student she 
did not always think college 
was an option. 

Her background, experience 
and perspective helped her 
to identify the career goal of 

becoming an elementary school 
teacher. She believes her time 
in the Graduate School of 
Education will open the doors 
to reach this goal, and bring 

Jasmine Lowe, Graduate 
Teacher Education Program

a diverse perspective to her 
coursework, her peers, and her 
future students. 

Lowe’s experience has solidi-
fied for her how people who 
identify as Hispanic are greatly 
underrepresented in higher 
education. She also sees the 
need to increase the number 
of culturally diverse teachers 

to better serve an 
increasingly di-
verse K-12 student 
population. She 
wants to become 
a teacher and a 
role model to her 

future students.

As her studies advance, Lowe 
hopes to be an advocate on the 
importance of developing ma-

terials that more fairly represent 
the diversity of students to her 
peers in the teaching program. 
She sees this as an opportunity 
to inspire young students who 
may have never had a teacher 
that is culturally diverse.

Lowe is a recipient of a $3,000 
Teacher Pathways Scholarship.

“I want to be a teacher because 
I know I will provide an equal 
opportunity to the children I 
work with, and I will embrace my 
students’ uniqueness.”

Melissa Van Bergen ♦
Laura Vanderpool
Linda Walton ♦
Ellen z♦ & Eric Weeks
Joella Werlin
Richard West
Vera White z
Barbara Wiegele ♦
Joanne Wilkie z & Ronald 

Morgali
Mary Wilson z
Amy Wilson z

Carith Wiseman ♦
Thomas Wolsey ♦
Joann z & Leonard Workman
Howard Yank ♦
Gretchen Yost z
Chrissy Zimmerman

♦ = Faculty/Staff (including retired)
z = PSU Alumni
● = Gift being given as a multi-year 

pledge



As the Graduate School of 
Education prepares to move 
into its new home in the Fourth 
and Montgomery building 
in 2020, future science, 
technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) teachers 
studying at PSU will have 
something that no previous 
education students at PSU have 
had. Thanks to the generosity 
of Christine and David Vernier, 
the Vernier STEM Classroom 
is being designed to create the 
best learning space for students 
preparing to engage K-12 
students with the disciplines 
that fall within STEM.

In addition to benefiting 
students of the Graduate 

School of Education, the space 
will be available to current 
teachers in the community for 
professional development, as 
well as students throughout 
our region as they visit PSU to 
explore their opportunities at 
Oregon’s only urban research 
university.

This space will expose teacher 
candidates to a rigorous 
curriculum in a modern 
classroom where they can apply 
what they are learning. As a 
result, PSU will continue to 
be a leader in the numbers of 
STEM educator graduates in 
Oregon.

Verniers invest in new GSE STEM classroom



Dr. Aguilar-Valdez used their 
mutually beneficial partnership 
grant to conduct a series of 
trainings for a cohort of future 
and current educators focused 
on the disciplinary intersection 
of Science, Technology, Engi-
neering, Arts, and Mathematics 
(STEAM).

Their initial workshop focused 
on making STEAM content 
accessible to students of all 
backgrounds. Subsequent work-
shops built on the theme of 
accessibility, and incorporating 
diverse perspectives and experi-
ences of STEAM educators and 
practitioners.  

Dr. Swapna Mukhopadhyay, 
of the Curriculum and In-
struction Department led the 
STEAM community of science 
and math student teachers, 
cooperating teachers, and other 
science and math educators 
and stakeholders in a lecture 
and hands-on workshop on 
ethnomathematics and its ap-

plications in indigenous math, 
engineering and art. 

Tong Zhang is the executive di-
rector of Oregon MESA, which 
provides students underrepre-
sented in the fields of mathe-
matics, engineering, science, 
and technology with the skills, 
knowledge and opportunities 
to develop their talents, explore 
technology-based careers, enter 
college, and compete success-
fully in the workforce. Zhang 
led the cohort through several 
hands-on activities based on the 
premise of human-serving engi-
neering design, meant to serve 
the actual needs of individuals 
in a way that re-frames engi-
neering as service to people and 
the community.

The culmination of the grant 
programming occurred with a 
workshop led by Ciarra Greene 
and Breanna Gervais, two 
Indigenous (Native American) 
science and math educators 
who shared resources about in-
corporating traditional ecolog-

ical knowledge into secondary 
STEAM teaching. They gave 
examples of their own indig-
enous practices and how they 
have used this knowledge in 
activities for middle and high 
school students, as well as citi-
zen science projects connected 
to indigenous ways of life. 

Overall, the grant project 
provided meaningful skills 
and experiences for educators 
to increase access of STEAM 
content to a broader array of 
students, and furnished some 
insight into barriers that stu-
dents from diverse backgrounds 
may experience in their educa-
tion.

Mutually Beneficial Partnership Grant 
Recipient—Jean Aguilar-Valdez





Matthew Cuda felt like his 
process to become a teacher 
was the reverse of most 
people. After graduating with 
a master’s in divinity from 
the prestigious University of 
Chicago, he was faced with the 
choice of pursuing additional 
education and focusing his 
efforts on research, or using 
his knowledge to help students 
gain an understanding of the 
importance of historical and 

Matthew Cuda—Special 
Education Master’s Program
religious texts and concepts.

His path became clearer when 
he had the opportunity 
to teach a student 
with special needs. He 
discovered that it can 
be a challenge to get 
students, regardless 
of ability level, to 
engage in classroom 
activities. But, it is a 
challenge well worth pursuing. 
These experiences have helped 
Matthew embrace having a 
student with special needs in 
his classroom and made him 
recognize the learning that 
happens with both student and 
teacher. 

After serving as a paraeducator 
in both the David Douglas 

and Portland Public Schools 
districts, Cuda looks forward to 
bringing his diverse experiences 
and perspectives to the 
classroom.

Cuda is a recipient of the 
$5,000 Graduate School of 
Education Scholarship.

“I began to dive more thoroughly 
into the field of disability 
services and found the profound 
impact of teaching someone to 
cook and clean, how to write 
a resume, or travel to work 
independently can make.”

To contribute to the Dean’s Fund, student scholarships, or any 
other GSE initiative, please contact: Scott Shlaes, MS, Director of 

Development, shlaess@psuf.org or 503-725-4789 

Portland State University
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

PO Box 751
Portland, Oregon  97201

pdx.edu/education



Light the 
Future

YOU TOO CAN

A LEGACY GIFT TO PSU CAN:
• Provide scholarships to students and support talented faculty
• Advance innovative programs and pioneering research
• Provide financial flexibility to you and your family

LEARN MORE AT:
plannedgiving.psuf.org
Or contact:
Scott Shlaes, MS, Director of Development, 
shlaess@psuf.org 
or 503-725-4789 

Graduate School 
of Education
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY


